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Masterfully Designed 

COMPACT AND CONVENIENT

The double-sink Culinary Center is the 
epitome of kitchen efficiency. Essential 
accessories are built right into the sleek 
design. When tasks are complete, everything 
stores neatly into this well-thought-out 
system.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTION

Rinsing, draining, chopping, dicing and 
slicing are a snap when the right tools are 
right at hand. The Culinary Center’s cutting 
boards, colander and draining rack are 
easily removed and positioned to fit the 
workflow that’s most efficient for you. The 
three professional chef’s knives fit neatly 
into the self-standing wooden holder.

DETAILS MATTER  

The Culinary Center’s sinks are designed 
with easy-to-reach corners and a round 
drain cover that fits flush with the bottom for 
maximum hygiene. The custom-designed 
storage compartment makes it simple to 
remove and clean accessories.

Perfectly organiZed

WONDERFUL ACCESSORIES   

Each Franke accessory has its purpose 
in the kitchen. After use, they fit perfectly 
into the compartment bowl.
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RACK
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THE NEW CULINARY CENTER

Always prepared  



11:00 Pm
Sleep well

7:00 pm
Bon appetit!

Time to get back into the kitchen. 
Wash, cut, mix and prepare 
delicious ingredients and enjoy  
a feast for all the senses.

Spend your evenings with the peace 
of mind that everything in your 
kitchen is perfectly tucked away, 
clean and dry.  

7:00 am  
good morning

12:30 PM
Take a break
Whether you rustle up a quick lunch  
or cook a full meal, everything you  
need to prepare it is right at hand.

Get the day off to a good start: Wake 
up to an exceptionally well-organized 
kitchen and start your morning 
effortlessly with a fresh breakfast.
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